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1 IntrodutionRobotis is an emerging �eld and is rapidly beoming more and more a part of our everydaylives. If people are to interat with robots on a personal basis, it is very important that the visualinterfae between robot and human provide the impression required for the funtion of the robot.For example, the fae of a robot used for seurity patrol in a building would be very di�erent thanthe fae of a robot that might take your order in a restaurant.This topi of researh was born from the needs of researhers at the Massahusetts Instituteof Tehnology Arti�ial Intelligene Lab. They found that in their experiments, the reation ofindividuals to their robots varied widely with the appearane of the robot fae. As robot-humaninterations beomes more ommon in future researh there will be a need to fully understand whatpeople think and feel about robots, beyond the atual task the mahines are performing. If we anbegin to understand what people feel about a robot from its appearane, and why they feel thatway, it will assist in the progress of roboti tehnology in our everyday lives.The �rst step in the human-robot interfae is the design of the roboti fae. Our study allowedpartiipants to assoiate ertain roboti faial features with a variety of personalities. Using thetehnology provided by the web, we were able to provide an interative web page that individualsould use to reate robot faes. We orrelated the faial features that people hose with thepersonalities presented. Sine the survey was available on the web, our sample set ould be fairlylarge and diverse. We extended this survey to members of the MIT ommunity and friends andfamily outside the ommunity. We felt that it was important to get a diverse sample set to ensurethat there was no seondary e�et of eduation or experiene that ould inuene results.We expet that the question of what features people �nd appealing for a given situation is notas subjetive as it may seem. There are many inuenes on what we �nd appealing as humans and2



they vary greatly from one soiety to another. Sine almost all of the individuals will have beenexposed to Amerian ulture for a signi�ant amount of time we an assume that they have thesame general inuenes on their opinion. There is a good hane that inuenes from soiety thatwe may not be aware of (hildren's TV shows, subway ads, old si-� movies, et.) have a distintinuene on opinions.In the next setion we will explain the urrent researh from available literature followed byan explanation of our survey. We will then present our hypothesis. The setion after that willdesribe in detail how the survey was implemented. Following that, we analyze the data, disussthe �ndings, and present our onlusions.2 Theory and Hypothesis2.1 Related workOngoing researh in the Arti�ial Intelligene Lab at MIT involves designing and building robotsthat will look and at as muh like humans as possible. Muh of the design and onstrution hasthus far foused on the mehanial onstraints and movements neessary to ommuniate verballyand non-verbally (mainly through body language). The researh is based on ontemporary modelsof learning and development in infants and young hildren, and on normal soial interation betweenhumans, partiularly between two humans in a teaher-pupil relationship. [5℄Until reently, researhers at the lab had left largely unexplored the ontribution of physialappearane to the soial interations between a human and a robot. Various researh has brought totheir attention the importane of appearane, spei�ally faial, to the way human beings interatwith eah other and with the inanimate objets around them. Faial expressions are important inonveying the "emotions" of the robot in order to evoke the appropriate response from the human3



aretaker. [1℄The objet of this area of researh at the lab is to reate a humanoid robot that the averagenon-tehie would �nd approahable and teahable. This task should be aomplished while si-multaneously satisfying the mehanial onstraints neessary for the robot to perform the desiredfuntions. In their exploration of the relationship between appearane and pereived personality,the AI sientists are asking themselves two questions. First, how do we design faes for our existingrobots? Cog, one of the �rst humanoid robots designed in the lab, is omparable in size to thelargest human males. Researhers in the lab wanted Cog's human aretakers to interat with therobot as if it were a six or seven year old hild. Beause of this, they needed to ompensate for thisin the faial features of the robot. But the question remains, how to ompensate? [3℄The seond question is How do we design from srath new robots that display the desiredpersonality and still �t the neessary mehanial onstraints? Now that they have begun to onsiderthe importane of physial appearane, they an design the aestheti and mehanial harateristisin onjuntion with one another.This leads to our projet: Given a set of onstraints similar to those the lab might fae, whatgeneral types of faial features onvey the desired (or undesired) personalities?The ultimate goal of the humanoid robot projet's interest in the link between faial featuresand pereived personality is to reate robots that the average person would onsider approahable,teahable and losely resembling an elementary-aged hild needing to learn. In our projet weattempt to examine a small subsetion of the broader question of what types of faes evoke whattypes of responses from a human aretaker.
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2.2 Nomologial Net FeaturesWe used predetermined "personalities" given to the respondents of our survey and observedwhih faial features they assoiated with eah personality. The faial features were supplied tothe respondents and onsisted of three di�erent faes, eyes, and mouths. We hypothesized that thefeatures a partiipant hooses for a given personality will be onsistent among respondents.The survey was web-based and onsisted of a "make your own robot" interative format. Re-spondents were given three senarios: a hild that wants to learn and needs to learn; a hild thatdoes not want to learn, although he/she may need to learn; and a hild that does not appear toneed to learn. With these senarios we attempted to "measure" the personality of the robot interms that hopefully will be helpful to the researhers at the AI lab.For eah of the three personalities, the respondent was given a senario and a palette ontainingeyes, mouths, and heads of various sizes and shapes. The respondent was then asked to hoosefrom among the given sets to reate the robot he or she felt displayed the desired personality. Thehoies were reorded as data and the respondent then repeated the proess for all three senarios.At the end of the survey, the respondent was asked to answer some basi personal informationquestions regarding age, gender, and oupation.Our hypothesis states that there will be spei� features and ombinations of features that willbe very ommon for eah pro�le. We also hypothesize that these features and ombinations will beuniversal and not dependent on the individual observer.Our onstrut is that spei� faial features leads to spei� pereived personalities. The vari-ables we used were whih faes were hosen for eah personality and what the pereived personalitywas. The independent variables are the features hosen while the dependent variables are teaha-bility and friendliness. 5



Figure 1: Nomologial Net3 Researh DesignThis survey was onduted entirely through the World Wide Web. The goal of the survey wasto provide partiipants with a unique interfae that would allow them to reatively express theirpartiular preferene for a fae design with minimal onstraints. We felt that giving them a set offaes to hoose from would be too restritive, so using web tehnology we reated an interativeweb page that allowed them to build a ustom fae given our ontrolled omponents.3.1 Survey Tehnique3.1.1 Front EndThe entire front end of the survey was reated using standard text editors. It is written entirelyin HTML and over 250 lines of JavaSript. Many hours were spent debugging and generalizing theinner workings of the front end. The basis of HTML and JavaSript are beyond the sope of this6



Figure 2: Survey Front End
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paper; however, general design will be addressed. Full soure for all douments an be found in theappendies. The HTML and JavaSript were hosted on the main MIT web server (web.mit.edu),running Apahe.The frameset for the index page sets one frame for eah of fae onstrution, data olletion,instrutions, seletions and navigation (seen in Figure 2). The data olletion frame also ontainsthe progress monitor, and holds all information on fae hoies in a form that will ultimately besubmitted to the server. The HTML is really a wraparound for the JavaSript that does the realwork.Faes are reated by using layers in the fae design frame. Eah faial element goes on a separatelayer. This allows individual positioning of faial elements, ustomizing the plaement for eahdi�erent head shape. Swapping the atual images is done with standard JavaSript. Between eahset of instrutions, or stage, the hoies for the last onstruted fae are saved and the design palletis leared for the next stage. The funtionality and implementation is straightforward. Perusalof the �le survey.js, found in the appendix, will explain funtionality. Attention was taken toarefully design the sript to be easily salable to many faial omponents if neessary. Arrays arede�ned to allow the administrator of the survey to de�ne ustom feature positioning for eah headshape.A partiipant takes the survey by going through the sequene of instrution pages. Initially,they are presented with general info about the survey, and other noties in aordane with theCommittee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjets (COHUES). After that, they areprompted to selet faial omponents and make a robot fae that �ts di�erent personality types in alassroom setting. After they have reated three faes, they are allowed to look at the three di�erentfaes and answer some questions about eah one regarding their pereption of its personality.
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3.1.2 Bak EndThe bak end for data olletion was written entirely in VBSript using Ative Server pages,hosted on Mirosoft Personal Web server.id h1 m1 e1 h2 m2 e2 h3 m3 e3 age o sex 11 12 13 14 21 22 23 24 31 32 33 3418 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 20 5 0 4 5 6 5 0 1 0 2 4 4 4 419 -1 -1 -1 2 0 1 1 1 2 23 1 0 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 2 5 5 4 5Table 1 - Sample data from response databaseData was olleted into a Mirosoft Aess database (sample reord shown in Table 1). Eahresponse was given a unique ID to be used as the primary key in the database, and eah uniqueseletion in the survey was given a value. Eah hoie of faial feature had a value from 0 to 2 andeah rating question was given a value from 0 to 6 (mapping to the range of 1 to 7 that the userwas presented). A default value of -1 was entered if the user simply liked through the surveywithout �lling in any values. This is evident in Table 1, reord 19. The user liked through the�rst fae without seleting any features, evidened by the -1s.The �le submit.asp does the atual data insertion into the database. It uses a simple SQLinsert and full soure an be found in Appendix B.3.1.3 Advertising, Response Rate and Sampling PopulationThe survey was advertised to a wide audiene. The main targets were various mailing lists atMIT, totaling hundreds of students. One of the major lists was the ourse 6 general announementlist. In addition, the advertisement for the survey was posted to various USENET robotis interestgroups. The USENET exposure reahed thousands of individuals, although the atual populationthat read the announement is impossible to judge.9



In the end, we reeived a little over 200 responses. Many of those were ompletely invalid (all-1s). A small number were partially valid (-1s for one fae), and the majority were entirely gooddata. Due to the tehnial nature of the survey and the non-standardized nature of the Internetbrowser market, we had numerous tehnial problems with the survey. The standard version ofNetsape available on Athena worked with the survey (Communiator 4.7). Unfortunately, InternetExplorer ould not handle the JavaSript in the survey. Also, it turned out that di�erent builds ofCommuniator would handle the JavaSript di�erently, ausing even more problems. We felt that asurvey standardized to work on any Athena mahine (the general MIT standard) was suÆient. Wereeived a satisfatory number of responses from a somewhat diverse population (not all oupationswere engineering), a fair amount of spread in age group, and a general gender spread leading toquality data.3.2 Reliability and BiasesThe main bias in this survey was that all the individuals that took the survey were Internetsavvy. This, of ourse, is not the ase of the entire population of the ountry and even less so forthe population of the world. Our results, therefore, are only representative for a small subsetionof the human population. We aimed to make the user interfae as lear and easy to use as possible.It is not lear whether it was atually easy to use, sine we did not have time to do extensive enduser testing regarding the form of the survey. It is possible that people may have been onfusedby what data they were supposed to enter (evidened by the numerous sets of all -1s for the �rstfae). In addition, a small bug in the ode resulted in gender information being lost for the �rst 80individuals that took the survey. We did, omplying with COHUES rules, allow people the optionof skipping that question and therefore had to halk those responses up as N/A.
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4 AnalysisFrom those who responded to the survey, we reeived a total of 180 valid data sets. Of these180, 167 had valid designs for Fae 1, 179 had valid designs for Fae 2, all had valid designs forFae 3 and 100 had a valid entry for gender.We reeived ompleted or partially ompleted surveys from 68 males, 36 females, and 76 whoeither did not wish to dislose their gender or for whom a bug in the initial version of the surveyprevented their gender seleted from being reorded. Three respondents (1.7%) were younger than18, 126 (70.8%) were between the ages of 18 and 22, 21 (11.8%) were 23 to 25 years of age, 13(7.3%) were 26-30; 8 (4.5%) were 31-40; 6 (3.4%) fell within the 41-50 range and one respondent(0.6%) was over the age of 50.Although we had hoped to reah people from a broad range of bakgrounds and oupations,the vast majority of our respondents were engineers (60%) or sientists (21.1%). The remainingoupations were teahing (4.4%), mediine (2.8%), �nanial (2.2%), labor (0%), servie (1.7%),and other (7.8%) whih reeived fewer responses than hoped for.

Figure 3: The most popular faes in our study11



In omparing whih features respondents piked to build their robot faes, we notied somestriking trends. Some features were more or less evenly split among a given fae senario andsome features were de�nitely more favorable than others for a given fae. In addition, ertainombinations of heads, mouths, and eyes were more popular-with the most popular being theombination of eah of the most popular features-while other ombinations were hardly hosen atall. When asked to reate the fae of the young hild uneager to learn, 46% hose the roundedfae, 76% hose the straight red mouth, 47% hose the oblong blak and white eyes, and 17% ofrespondents hose all three. For the eager and attentive robot fae, 55% hose the round head, 77%the red smiling mouth, 64% the big round eyes, and 31% hose all three. In the ase of the know-it-all robot, 41% hose the large square head, 53% the oval grid-shaped mouth, and the hoie ofeyes was split between the oblong eyes and the round ones at 35%. The most popular ombinationfor the third robot inluded the oblong eyes, and 11% of respondents hose this ombination.Perhaps surprisingly, the red beady eyes were the least popular in every fae, even in those withthe less-than-favorable desriptions.Next we looked at whether or not a respondent's gender or oupation had any bearing onthe features hosen. Regressions showed no orrelation, although for our variables, the numbersassigned were more or less random. An oupation of 4 (labor) was no "higher" than one of 1(engineering) or "lower" than 7 (other). Neither was the round head "greater" in any sense thanthe large square one. Suh numerial distintions were onvenient for olleting data, but moreor less useful for running regressions. In an e�ort to ompensate for this, we broke down thedata olumns by individual oupation seletions and omputed the hoie perentages for eahfeature within eah of the seven �elds of oupation. In doing so, we found no apparent distintionbetween oupations. We repeated the same breakdowns by gender, and among those who hoseto respond, we found even less of a distintion between the females' hoies and the males' hoies.12



An exerise in greater auray would be to rerun the survey and attempt to ollet more datafrom non-tehnial �elds.We then omputed a orrelation matrix for all variables olleted. The matrix elements indiateda strong orrelation between a robot's teahability and its eagerness to learn (0.8), as expeted.These results supported our original hypothesis that people tend to assoiate friendliness withteahability. If you were to make a robot that people onsidered friendly, you would be making arobot people would want to teah.Finally, we looked at respondents' answers to the �nal questions regarding teahability, friendli-ness, and degree of aggressiveness/passivity. We separated those faes that respondents had plaedat one extreme of the sale or the other and ompared whih feature ombinations they orre-sponded to. The table in Appendix B shows the results of this breakdown.5 Disussion5.1 Support of our HypothesisWe found that our �ndings strongly supported our hypothesis. For eah senario, ertain faialfeatures were more popular to a majority of partiipants. Also, ertain ombinations of featureswere shown to be more popular for eah senario. This is important beause researhers are workingto reate a robot that an be aepted by the majority of people as teahable. Our results indiatethat this is ertainly possible. In all features and faes, the di�erenes in perentages of peoplethat hose one fae or feature over another was independent of sex or oupation. No di�ereneexeeded 15 perent. This shows that people's pereptions of friendly and teahable roboti faesis universal.Our results are stronger than if we had shown partiipants �xed faes and had them rate eah13



on di�erent fators, beause eah partiipant in our study had to reatively onstrut eah fae fromtheir own personal ideas of teahability and personality. We believe that getting very onsistentresults using this reative approah learly shows that pereived personality results from spei�physial harateristis.5.2 Relation to other researhCurrent researh in the area of humanoid robotis is very limited. The Cog and Kismet projetsat the Massahusetts Institute of Tehnology's Arti�ial Intelligene Lab (MIT AI Lab) are the mostwell known of urrent researh projets. These groups are attempting to reate human-lookingrobots that are teahable by humans. To ahieve these goals, both projets have reated life-sizerobots with distint faes. [5℄

Figure 4: The Kismet robot from the MIT AI lab's Humaniod Robotis group and our represen-tation of a Kismet-like robot. Kismet has a retangular fae, large eyes, and lips that an smile.http://www.ai.mit.edu/projets/soiable/menzel-interest.web.JPGKismet is a robot that would be represented in our survey by a long, retangular head, big eyes,and smiling mouth. This was hosen by only 2 out of the 179 respondents for the teahable robotsenario (although 94 people hose the orresponding eyes and mouth). Our results show thatan oblong, human shaped head would reate a friendlier, more teahable robot. Other than headshape, the Kismet robot is in agreement with our results. The big eyes and red, smiling mouth inthe survey were patterned after Kismet in an e�ort to see if Kismet's design really was the most14



teahable and friendly out of all of our ombinations.Other humanoid researh is ourring in 3D graphis where atual human physial representa-tions are drawn to reate virtual haraters that users an interat with through a omputer sreenor projetor. We �nd no studies similar to ours in this area of researh. Bates disusses reatinganimated \robots" for human interation with expressive personality, muh in the way that Dis-ney makes its animated haraters ome to life. [2℄ Sine omputer graphis an be muh moreomplex than a mehanial robot, these researhers have a greater degree of exibility in hoosingtheir representations. But even with this exibility, all seem to prefer the most human form (roundhead, big eyes, and mouths with lips) when reating an agent for a user to interat with.Breazeal argues that for ommuniation it is more important for a robot to have emotionalreations that to have \super�ial" faial features. [4℄ However, we �nd that it is important that ahuman wants to make the initial ontat with a robot. We have shown that appearane plays a largerole in a human's pereptions of a robot's personality. We do not deny the importane of emotionin the ommuniation proes; however, emotion still has to be expressed through ertain basifaial features. Our study shows that ertain faial features are more appropriate when reating ateahable robot.Beause no similar studies on roboti faial features have been performed, it is diÆult to om-pare our �ndings with urrent researh. It is possible that many researhers assume the hypothesisthat we proved in our study. It seems rational to believe that smiling faes, round heads, and bigeyes reate a robot that is both friendly and easy to teah. However, robots suh as Kismet andCog do not have the features shown by our study to be the most friendly and teahable.
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5.3 Issues in onduting researhAlthough we were able to reah a large audiene with this survey, due to the limitations of ourweb page, we were only able to reah people using Netsape 4.7. Sine this browser is used by lessthan 20 perent of Internet users (although aessable to 100% of MIT students for erti�ates)we were not able to reah many people that �t into oupations other than engineering or siene.Using a more robust web page that ould funtion in many di�erent browsers and atively seekingpeople in other professions would allow us to reeive more data about non-tehnial bakgrounds.Despite these limitations, our data showed surprisingly well that no matter how many people �tinto a ertain ategory (sex or oupation) they tended to form the same distribution of answers.The perentages of people of distint sexes or oupations that hose eah feature for eah senariodi�ered by less than 15 perent for all features and senarios. This was true for the highly repre-sented engineering group as well as others that only had a handful of representative data. Testingwith larger data sets is reomended to validate these results.6 ConlusionIn this study we found that spei� features were more ommonly assoiated to spei� per-sonalities. These assoiations were independent of features suh as gender and oupation. Wealso learned that our survey format is appropriate for this form of researh. The more traditionalmethods of analysis involve showing a partiipant many premade faes and asking them questionsabout eah one. This method beomes tedious for the partiipant and does not allow eah user toexpress his own ideas of ertain personality. We believe our interative format was more suessfulat determining what features should be used for a robot design.The major shortoming of our design was that it only worked on Netsape. That aused us to16



lose data from a lot of people who were willing to take the survey but who had installed a di�erentbrowser. In addition, our features were extremely abstrat. Future work ould reate images offeatures exatly as they would appear on the robot using CAD drawings. Results from suh surveysould be immediately applied to a robot's design. However, we an apply our results to determiningthe major faial features that should be present in future robots.
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A Survey sreen shots and HTML �lesA.1 Survey TextInstrutionsHi, thanks for taking the time to do our survey. It should take only 5 minutes and is very simpleto do.Partiipation in the survey is ompletely voluntary. You may hoose to leave any questions blankby pressing the \next" button to move forward in the survey. This survey is on�dential and noinformation will be olleted besides the information that you enter in the blanks of this survey.Clik here to ontinueWhen you lik on an option, it will be displayed on the robot fae in frame #3. You may swithoptions as many times as you wish. After you are satis�ed with your result, press the buttonsspei�ed in the instrutions.Clik here to ontinueImagine a relatively young student that always sits in the bak row of the lassroom. Sometimeshe might ome in late or be unprepared for lass or he might just never seem to pay attention.Please design a fae for a robot that would represent this hild in the lassroom. Assume thatyou are the teaher in the lassroom and that the robot is one of your students.Review of instrutions:1. Clik "head" in the frame to the right.2. Choose one of the three heads shown by liking on it (you may hange your mind by likingon a di�erent head).3. Clik "eyes" in the frame to the right.4. Choose one of the three eyes shown by liking on it (again, you may hange your mind).5. Clik "mouth" in the frame to the right.6. Choose one of the three mouths shown by liking on it (again, you may hange your mind)7. Clik here to move to the next fae.Imagine a di�erent relatively young student that always sits in the �rst row of your lassroom.This student usually appears attentive and eager to learn.19



Please design a fae for a robot that would represent this hild in the lassroom. Assume thatyou are the teaher in the lassroom and that the robot is one of your students.Review of instrutions:1. Clik "head" in the frame to the right.2. Choose one of the three heads shown by liking on it (you may hange your mind by likingon a di�erent head).3. Clik "eyes" in the frame to the right.4. Choose one of the three eyes shown by liking on it (again, you may hange your mind).5. Clik "mouth" in the frame to the right.6. Choose one of the three mouths shown by liking on it (again, you may hange your mind)7. Clik here to move to the next faeImagine another relatively young student that always sits in the �rst row of your lassroom. Thisstudent feels the need to answer every question you ask and pretends to know everything you areabout to teah.Please design a fae for a robot that would represent this hild in the lassroom. Assume thatyou are the teaher in the lassroom and that the robot is one of your students.Review of instrutions:1. Clik "head" in the frame to the right.2. Choose one of the three heads shown by liking on it (you may hange your mind by likingon a di�erent head).3. Clik "eyes" in the frame to the right.4. Choose one of the three eyes shown by liking on it (again, you may hange your mind).5. Clik "mouth" in the frame to the right.6. Choose one of the three mouths shown by liking on it (again, you may hange your mind)7. Clik here to move to a set of questions about your faes.You're almost done. 20



We'd now like you to review your hoies, and answer the set of questions in the frame to thelower right.Simply lik on eah of the buttons below in sequene and the fae you hose will be shown toyou. Rank the fae on eah of the riteria on the RH frame on the sale of 1-7.Eager to learn / Doesn't Want to learn1 2 3 4 5 6 7Easy to teah / DiÆult to teah1 2 3 4 5 6 7Friendly / Mean1 2 3 4 5 6 7Passive / Aggressive1 2 3 4 5 6 77. Clik here to �nish this survey.The last step!Now, we just need some demographi information from youAgeSexField of study/professionClik here to submit your results.Thanks for taking our survey!
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B DataThe following data tables show whih faes orresponded to the hoies of 0 and 1 and 5 and 6for the questions 1-4 in the survey. Fae numbers are from 10-36 where the numbers are determinedby the following table.ID Head Mouth Eyes10 0 0 011 0 0 112 0 0 213 0 1 014 0 1 115 0 1 216 0 2 017 0 2 118 0 2 219 1 0 020 1 0 121 1 0 222 1 1 023 1 1 124 1 1 225 1 2 026 1 2 127 1 2 228 2 0 029 2 0 130 2 0 231 2 1 032 2 1 133 2 1 234 2 2 035 2 2 136 2 2 2
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Q1 - Eager to learn / Doesn't Want to learn0 1 5 610 2 7 0 011 25 13 0 012 6 4 0 013 0 5 2 014 4 4 1 115 4 4 2 116 0 1 0 117 2 0 0 118 2 0 4 219 0 2 1 020 3 2 0 021 3 4 0 022 1 0 2 123 0 2 0 224 2 0 5 525 3 1 10 626 1 1 4 027 1 2 9 128 12 9 1 029 38 20 0 030 10 1 0 031 0 2 1 032 1 0 3 133 0 3 2 134 1 1 16 535 0 2 6 136 0 1 4 2
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Q2 - Easy to teah / DiÆult to teah0 1 5 610 2 7 0 111 18 17 1 112 1 2 0 013 0 1 5 014 3 3 4 215 1 1 0 216 0 3 0 117 0 0 0 018 0 0 4 219 2 2 1 020 3 0 0 021 0 0 1 022 0 0 4 223 0 0 1 224 1 0 5 625 0 0 6 426 0 1 2 027 1 2 4 328 7 11 1 029 24 28 1 030 3 3 1 031 0 0 4 032 0 1 3 133 0 1 7 034 1 0 15 435 0 1 4 036 0 1 3 2
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Q3 - Friendly / Mean0 1 5 610 1 9 0 011 23 17 0 012 1 3 0 113 0 0 6 114 3 6 0 015 0 0 5 016 1 3 1 117 0 1 0 018 0 0 3 019 0 2 0 020 3 1 0 021 2 1 0 022 0 1 3 123 1 0 0 124 0 2 4 425 0 0 7 226 1 2 0 027 0 1 2 128 12 10 0 129 37 24 0 030 5 2 1 031 0 0 1 132 1 2 0 133 0 1 3 134 1 0 4 235 0 6 0 136 0 3 0 1

25



Q4 - Passive / Aggressive0 1 5 610 0 1 0 111 5 7 4 412 1 1 1 113 0 1 10 214 1 5 4 315 1 0 5 216 0 5 1 217 1 0 0 018 2 3 2 019 0 0 3 120 0 0 2 321 0 0 0 022 1 0 6 123 0 2 1 124 0 0 8 325 4 7 4 126 2 5 1 027 4 3 2 028 3 3 1 329 4 7 4 430 0 2 2 131 1 0 4 132 2 2 3 133 0 0 5 334 4 10 1 035 3 11 0 036 5 3 0 0fae 134 piked head 0 9 piked mouth 0 79 piked eyes 058 piked head 1 32 piked mouth 1 47 piked eyes 178 piked head 2 128 piked mouth 2 43 piked eyes 2fae 266 piked head 0 139 piked mouth 0 44 piked eyes 015 piked head 1 24 piked mouth 1 114 piked eyes 198 piked head 2 16 piked mouth 2 21 piked eyes 2fae 373 piked head 0 65 piked mouth 0 63 piked eyes 057 piked head 1 95 piked mouth 1 64 piked eyes 150 piked head 2 21 piked mouth 2 53 piked eyes 2More data is available upon request but is omitted for brevity of this doument.26



C CodeSubmit.asp<html><%h1=request.form("head1")h2=request.form("head2")h3=request.form("head3")e1=request.form("eyes1")e2=request.form("eyes2")e3=request.form("eyes3")m1=request.form("mouth1")m2=request.form("mouth2")m3=request.form("mouth3")age=request.form("age")oupation=request.form("oupation")q11=request.form("q11")q12=request.form("q12")q13=request.form("q13")q14=request.form("q14")q21=request.form("q21")q22=request.form("q22")q23=request.form("q23")q24=request.form("q24")q31=request.form("q31")q32=request.form("q32")q33=request.form("q33")q34=request.form("q34")sex=request.form("sex")Set pwver = Server.CreateObjet("ADODB.Connetion")pwver.open "15301","",""pwdverstmt = "insert into results(h1,h2,h3,e1,e2,e3,m1,m2,m3,age,oupation,q11,q12,q13,q14,q21,q22,q23,q24,q31,q32,q33,q34,sex)" 27



pwdverstmt = pwdverstmt & " values( " & h1 & "," & h2 & "," & h3 & "," & e1 & "," & e2 & "," & e3 & "," & m1 & ","& m2 & "," & m3 & "," & age & "," & oupation & "," & q11 & "," & q12 & "," & q13 & "," & q14 & "," & q21 & ","& q22 & "," & q23 & "," & q24 & "," & q31 & "," & q32 & "," & q33 & "," & q34 & "," & sex & ")"Set pw = pwver.Exeute(pwdverstmt)pwver.Close%>thanks for your ontribution to our survey!</body></html>survey.js// survey javasripth=new Array();hx=new Array();hy=new Array();ex=new Array();ey=new Array();mx=new Array();my=new Array();// head xy oordshx[0℄=100;hy[0℄=100;hx[1℄=100;hy[1℄=100;hx[2℄=100;hy[2℄=100;// eye xy oordsex[0℄=125;ey[0℄=120;ex[1℄=125;ey[1℄=170;ex[2℄=127;ey[2℄=145;// mouth xy oordsmx[0℄=160;my[0℄=235;mx[1℄=160;my[1℄=235;mx[2℄=160; 28



my[2℄=250;h[0℄=new Image();h[0℄.sr="head0.jpg";h[1℄=new Image();h[1℄.sr="head1.jpg";h[2℄=new Image();h[2℄.sr="head2.jpg";/////////e=new Array();e[0℄=new Image();e[0℄.sr="eyes0.gif";e[1℄=new Image();e[1℄.sr="eyes1.gif";e[2℄=new Image();e[2℄.sr="eyes2.gif";m=new Array();m[0℄=new Image();m[0℄.sr="mouth0.gif";m[1℄=new Image();m[1℄.sr="mouth1.gif";m[2℄=new Image();m[2℄.sr="mouth2.gif";im=new Image();im.sr="done.jpg";bl=new Image();bl.sr="blank.jpg";funtion hange fae ategory(i)f// save whatever ategory we're in nowsaveategoriesurrent();// readfaereadfae(i);// and set the values in itsetategoriesurrent();gfuntion submitme(frm)ffrm.submit();g 29



funtion finalsubmit()fif(parent.frames["instrutions"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["age"℄.value=="")parent.frames["instrutions"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["age"℄.value=-1;parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["age"℄.value=parent.frames["instrutions"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["age"℄.value;parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["oupation"℄.value=parent.frames["instrutions"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["study"℄.seletedIndex;parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["sex"℄.value=parent.frames["instrutions"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["sex"℄.seletedIndex;parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.submit();//parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["subflag"℄.value=1;gfuntion setategoriesurrent()f setategories(parent.frames["instrutions"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["urrent"℄.value);gfuntion saveategoriesurrent()fsaveategories(parent.frames["instrutions"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["urrent"℄.value);gfuntion setategories(i)// opies all the saved answers for q[i℄[*℄ to q1-4// in the ategory windowfif(i>0)ffor(j=1;j<5;j++) fsetheked(parent.frames["hoies"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["q"+j℄,parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["q"+i+j℄.value);gg// ifgfuntion findheked(a,max) 30



// returns the heked index of a radiobutton arrayffor(i=0;i<max;i++)if(a[i℄.heked)return(i);gfuntion setheked(a,i)// sets the heked value for a radiobutton array// for the index ifa[i℄.heked=true;gfuntion saveategories(i)fif(i>0)fparent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["q"+i+1℄.value=findheked(parent.frames["hoies"℄.doument.forms[0℄.q1,7);parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["q"+i+2℄.value=findheked(parent.frames["hoies"℄.doument.forms[0℄.q2,7);parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["q"+i+3℄.value=findheked(parent.frames["hoies"℄.doument.forms[0℄.q3,7);parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["q"+i+4℄.value=findheked(parent.frames["hoies"℄.doument.forms[0℄.q4,7);g// ifgfuntion readfae(i)// loads head, eyes and mouth data for fae with index i & sets the urrent valuefshowfae(parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["head"+i℄.value,parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["eyes"+i℄.value,parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["mouth"+i℄.value);parent.frames["instrutions"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["urrent"℄.value=i;gfuntion showfae(hi,ei,mi) 31



// hi - head index// ei - eye index// mi - mouth indexfif(hi>=0)headsetit(hi);if(ei>=0)setit(ei,'eyes',e);if(mi>=0)setit(mi,'mouth',m);gfuntion headsetit(index)fparent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["head"℄.doument.images[0℄.sr=h[index℄.sr;parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["head"℄.value=index;parent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["head"℄.top=hy[index℄;parent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["head"℄.left=hx[index℄;parent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["eyes"℄.top=ey[index℄;parent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["eyes"℄.left=ex[index℄;parent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["mouth"℄.top=my[index℄;parent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["mouth"℄.left=mx[index℄;gfuntion setit(index,frame,array)fparent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers[frame℄.doument.images[0℄.sr=array[index℄.sr;parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements[frame℄.value=index;gfuntion movetonextstage()fmovestage(getstage(),1);gfuntion movestage(stage,sstate)fsetdone("step"+stage);// if we want to save the state, do it 32



if(sstate)savestate(stage);s=new Number(stage);setstage(s+1);resetfae();gfuntion version()falert("v 1.4 - this survey requires netsape 4.7 or later");gfuntion setdone(stage)fparent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.images[stage℄.sr=im.sr;gfuntion setstage(next)// sets the stage statefparent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["set"℄.value=next;gfuntion getstage()// returns string value of stage we're on.freturn(parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["set"℄.value);gfuntion resetfae()fparent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["eyes"℄.doument.images[0℄.sr=bl.sr;parent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["mouth"℄.doument.images[0℄.sr=bl.sr;parent.frames["seleted"℄.doument.layers["head"℄.doument.images[0℄.sr=bl.sr;gfuntion savestate(number)fparent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["head"+number℄.value=parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["head"℄.value;parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["eyes"+number℄.value=parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["eyes"℄.value;33



parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["mouth"+number℄.value=parent.frames["olletor"℄.doument.forms[0℄.elements["mouth"℄.value;g
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